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A B S T R A C T

Internal erosion is one of the major reasons for embankment dam failures. Despite this, the knowledge of the temporal development of internal erosion in full scale structures is limited. Detection of internal erosion is complicated using conventional methods, and new or improved methods are appreciated. Hällby was the first Swedish embankment to get a permanently installed monitoring system intended for resistivity measurements. Daily measurements started to take place already in late 1996, which make these long term monitoring data unique. This paper includes examples of long term time series from Hällby along with some evaluation and interpretation techniques used when analysing such monitoring data. Time-lapse inversion was used to focus the variation over time and suppress artefacts due to the resistivity structure. Seasonal resistivity variations inside the dam are obvious. Increasing long term resistivity has been noticed in a particular zone in the left embankment. This zone also exhibits larger seasonal variations relative to other parts of the dam, and the variations are increasing. The observations may relate to an ongoing internal erosion process in the dam. The long term change may be indicative of a change in material properties, and the large and increasing variations may reflect higher and increasing seepage levels. In the years 2004 to 2006 the dam was upgraded and the resistivity system reinstalled. The results indicate that resistivity monitoring may have a chance of detecting development of internal erosion at an early stage.

© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Internal erosion is one of the major reasons for embankment dam failures. Resistivity monitoring may have the possibility of detecting internal erosion processes and anomalous seepage at an early stage before the safety of the dam is at stake. This is done by analysing and comparing the seasonal resistivity variation schemes in the reservoir and inside the dam body. The monitoring technique is essentially non-destructive, which is particularly important when working with embankment dams where drilling and other penetrating investigations are normally avoided. Other non-destructive methods, such as seismic methods and ground penetrating radar, have also been used in dam investigations but are less easily used for long term monitoring.

Electrical resistivity measurements have been used on numerous occasions for dam site investigations (e.g. Aina et al., 1996; Batayneh et al., 2001) and dam status control (e.g. Van Tuyen et al., 2000; Ruselli and Lu, 2001; Panthulu et al., 2001; Voronkov et al., 2004; Cho and Yeom, 2007). As regards dam status control investigations, they typically include 2D resistivity profiling along the embankment crest or along the downstream toe, in order to locate anomalies. Other methods are frequently used to further investigate critical areas in more detail. This is a reasonable approach even though considerable deficiencies inside the dam are probably needed in most cases to make the method successful. Therefore, use of the method is usually called for only after some problem has already been reported. For example, it may be used to delineate known leakage areas, analyse erosion problems around observed sinkholes or detect areas with high pore water content in the downstream support fill.

Repeated measurements or full scale monitoring is a more powerful way, which better takes advantage of the methods true capabilities. The resistivity variations inside the dam are caused by the steady seepage of water from the reservoir, in that the seasonal resistivity variations of the reservoir water advances with the seepage water into the dam. Using the monitoring approach therefore adds the possibility to use the method for surveillance of critical dams and in favourable circumstances to analyse the patterns of seasonal resistivity variations to detect anomalous seepage through the dam body as suggested by Johansson and Dahlin (1996). The seasonal resistivity variation is mainly caused by the seasonal temperature variation. The variation of ion content, TDS (Total Dissolved Solids), in the water will
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normally have a minor influence, but may also be of importance in some cases. The resistivity response inside the dam to these seasonal resistivity variation sources in the water depends on the seepage flow.

Considering the rapid development of instruments and evaluation techniques over the last few years this option is becoming more attractive. Repeated resistivity measurements have been used in several applications of groundwater studies (Barker and Moore, 1998), with other purposes than safety control of embankments, such as for instance mapping distribution of groundwater contaminants (e.g. Osiensky, 1995; Kayabali et al., 1998; Aristodemou and Thomas-Betts, 2000; Chambers et al., 2004; Depountis et al., 2005). Other areas include imaging changing moisture content distribution in engineered earthworks (Jackson et al., 2002), snowmelt infiltration (French and Binley, 2004) or monitoring of soil remediation works (LaBrecque et al., 1996) just to name a few. These applications are of high relevance for embankment dam monitoring studies, as many of the problems regarding monitoring techniques are similar. Of special importance, however, are studies made on similar material taking seasonal variations into account. Cuthbert et al. (2004) identified temperature effects in resistivity data from a glacial till in the UK and managed to fit it with a vertical conductive heat flow model using annual variation in surface air temperature as a boundary condition. Rein et al. (2004) identified natural daily and seasonal subsurface variations in apparent resistivity and recognised soil temperature and water temperature as the most significant factors next to water saturation, whereas natural variations due to water ion content had less impact on the results. Aaltonen (2001) carried out laboratory test on samples of different top layer mid-Swedish soils and found a considerable seasonal resistivity variation.

Work on monitoring of resistivity on dams with the purpose of dam safety surveillance is less common. In Sweden a few early tests using repeated resistivity measurements were carried out (Johansson and Dahlin, 1996) before a permanently installed system was designed at two dams in 1996 and 1999 (Johansson and Dahlin, 1998; Dahlin et al., 2001). Hällby was the first Swedish embankment to get a permanently installed monitoring system intended for resistivity measurements. Daily measurements started to take place already in late 1996. This paper includes examples of time series from Hällby along with some evaluation and interpretation techniques used when analysing long term monitoring data.

2. Site description

The embankment dam at Hällby is divided into a left and a right part (dam engineering terminology uses left and right looking in the direction of the river flow) by centrally placed power plant and
spillway structure (Fig. 1). The left dam is 120 m and the right dam is 200 m long. Both dams have a maximum height of around 30 m in the central part of the river section and level out at the abutments. The dams are constructed as zoned embankments with a vertical low permeable central core of till surrounded by filter zones of sand on each side and coarse rockfill (Fig. 2). The dams operate under steady state seepage. The till core serves to minimize seepage and the rockfill serves to stabilise the dam. The main functions of the filter are to drain seepage water passing the core and to protect the fine material in the core from being washed out in the coarse rockfill. Water level variations are less than 0.8 m (+291.2–+292.0 m a.s.l.), which gives ideal conditions for the measurements as water level changes add difficulties in the interpretation of monitoring data. Except for the resistivity system, the dams were until 2003 rather sparsely monitored with a few piezometers and a drainage system measuring leakage from the left dam. In 2004 the drainage system has been updated and new piezometers have been installed. Furthermore, starting in 2004 a seven meter wide zone of very coarse rockfill is being placed on the full height of the downstream slope.

The dam is classified into the highest consequence class in RIDAS, the Swedish guidelines for dam safety. A sinkhole was observed in 1985, located close to the intake structure on the left dam. The sinkhole at Hällby was repaired by grouting. After additional drilling on the right dam it was decided to grout the area close to the spillway (Bronner et al., 1988). Nilsson et al. (1999) pointed at a link between inadequate filter design and development of sinkholes on Swedish embankment dams. Material from the core is transported with the seepage flow into the downstream filter (internal erosion). As this increases it develops towards the upstream side. Further on a material deficit in the upstream filter occurs, which may lead to an internal structural collapse, which eventually can be recognised at the top of the dam. In general this is a slow development, and in some cases it heals by itself. Nevertheless, it may put the safety of the dam at stake and it is therefore crucial to discover such progress as early as possible.

The installation comprises full instrumentation for resistivity measurements. The system is based on the ABEM Lund Imaging System, with modifications for automatic monitoring needs including lightning protection. A PC controls the data acquisition, with a modem for remote control and data transfer. Five cables with permanently installed electrodes are situated on the reservoir bottom along the upstream slope of the dam (left and right), buried along the dam crest (left and right) and along the downstream toe (right only).

In total 102 electrodes are installed on the dam, of which 43 on the crest and 21 on the downstream toe. Stainless steel plates were used as electrodes on land. The remaining 38 electrodes were installed in the reservoir on the dam upstream face, using stainless steel ring electrodes. The distance between each electrode is seven meters. The installations at Hällby have been described more thoroughly in previous reports (Johansson et al., 2000). The monitoring system has performed quite well with only three longer breaks, 2–4 months each during the winters of 2000 and 2002 and the summer of 2004, since the start 1996. Only in one of the cases the break was caused by malfunction of a component in the resistivity monitoring equipment.

3. Method

Data quality has been assessed by comparing reciprocal Wenner–Schlumberger measurements, and has been found to be unsatisfying for some of the layouts. Particularly, data from the right dam crest, where a thermal insulation layer is present between the electrodes and the dam core, causing high electrode contact resistances and troublesome noise levels (Johansson et al., 2000). The other two onshore layouts (left crest and right downstream toe) also suffer from high contact resistances, especially in winter, but have lower noise levels. The somewhat questionable data quality for the on-shore layouts demands special treatment and for this reason de-spiking and low-pass filtering methods have been implemented in the data processing routines to filter the data before an inverse modelling is carried out. Filter parameters were adjusted to remove peaks successfully without disturbing the natural variations.

The results shown in this paper was processed with a low-pass filtering method using an IIR (infinite impulse response) routine, based on the following formula:

\[
\rho_{n+1}^{L} = \frac{\rho_{n}^{L} + f \cdot \rho_{n+1}^{M}}{1 + f},
\]

where \(\rho_{n}^{L}\) and \(\rho_{n}^{M}\) are the filtered values from time step \((n+1)\) and \(n\) respectively, and \(\rho_{n+1}^{M}\) represents measured raw data for time step \((n+1)\). The factor \(f\) may be for example 0.2. In addition, a maximum threshold for the impact of a new data (e.g. 40% of the present filtered value) acts as a de-spiking filter. In order not to shift the filtered data series towards higher dates the filter is run forwards and backwards, and the average taken as the filtered data.

The success of this approach is dependent on good start values at each end of the time series, if a heavily distorted start value is used it will shift a large portion of the filtered series. To avoid this, an approach that can be described as a median–mean is adopted to find suitable start values, in which the initial data points (from e.g. a couple of weeks) are sorted and a mean is taken after excluding a number of data points in each end of the sorted table. However, if a longer break in the data series should occur particular care needs to be taken to assure a good filter function.

Combined automatic routines for handling long monitoring periods, filtering data, inverting data and finally present some statistical parameters for the whole period have been developed. Prototype software has been developed that automatically goes through a five step procedure; data extraction from archives, data filtering, calculation of reference data sets, inverse numerical modeling and finally calculation of statistical parameters and data presentation.

Data sets were inverted using the software Res2dinv version 3.54r for Win XP. The data from 2-D electrical imaging surveys is commonly inverted with a smoothness-constrained least-squares optimization method (deGroot-Hedlin and Constable, 1990). The subsurface is divided into a large number of rectangular cells, and the optimization method attempts to determine the resistivity of the cells that minimizes the difference between the calculated and measured apparent values subject to certain constraints (Loke et al., 2003). The equation used by this method is as follows:

\[
(\mathbf{J}^\top \mathbf{R}_f \mathbf{J} + \lambda \mathbf{W}^\top \mathbf{R}_m \mathbf{W}) \Delta \mathbf{r}_i = \mathbf{J}^\top \mathbf{r}_i \mathbf{g}_i - \lambda \mathbf{W}^\top \mathbf{R}_m \mathbf{W} \mathbf{r}_{i-1},
\]

where \(\mathbf{g}_i\) is the data misfit vector containing the difference between the logarithms of the measured and calculated apparent resistivity values, \(\Delta \mathbf{r}_i\) is the change in the model parameters for the \(i\)th iteration and \(\mathbf{r}_{i-1}\) is the model parameters (the logarithm of the model resistivity values) vector for the previous iteration. \(\mathbf{J}\) is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives and \(\mathbf{W}\) is a first-order roughness filter (deGroot-Hedlin and Constable, 1990). The damping factor \(\lambda\) determines the relative importance given to minimizing the model roughness and data misfit. \(\mathbf{R}_f\) and \(\mathbf{R}_m\) are weighting matrices introduced to modify the weights given to the different elements of the data misfit and model roughness vectors. By adjusting the form of these weighting matrices, the \(L_1\) or \(L_2\) norms can be used in the data misfit and model roughness minimizations. A more detailed description of the inversion method is given in Farquharson and Oldenburg (1998).

Loke et al. (2003) describes the use of the \(L_1\) and \(L_2\) optimization norms in 2-D resistivity inversion. The \(L_1\)-norm optimisation was chosen for all inversions in this paper. Apart from being more robust to noisy data, it tends to produce models with regions that are more blocky and separated by sharper boundaries. The latter factor is
probably more consistent relating to measurements on a zoned embankment, where large resistivity contrast is expected between different materials, i.e. between the fine-grained core and the fresh igneous rock of its foundation.

Time-lapse inversion means that two data sets from different points of time are inverted together, where the first recorded data set would normally be regarded as a reference. In time-lapse inversion a smoothness constraint is applied not only on the spatial variation but also on the temporal variation between the data sets. This approach has been shown to focus the difference between the data sets on the actual change in the model and suppress artefacts due to the resistivity structure (Loke, 2001). It takes into account the fact that in many situations the changes in the resistivity occur in a limited section of the subsurface while the rest of the subsurface has much smaller changes. Thus the optimisation Eq. (2) is modified such that it also minimizes the difference in the logarithm of the model resistivity values of the later time data set and the initial time data set. The modified equation used is given by

$$
(J^T R J) + \lambda W^T R_m W \delta m_k^f
= J^T R G^T R_m W \delta m_{k-1}^f - \beta_1 \lambda V^T R_c V \left( m_{k-1}^f - m_{k-1}^0 \right),
$$

where \( m_{k-1}^f \) and \( m_{k-1}^0 \) are the model parameter vectors for the initial data set and the \( k \)th time data set. The additional term, \( \beta_1 \lambda V^T R_c V \left( m_{k-1}^f - m_{k-1}^0 \right) \), on the right-hand side of the above equation constrains the change in the model for the \( k \)th time data set such that the difference between the model resistivity values for this data set and the model for the initial time data set (which serves as a reference model) is also minimized. \( \beta_1 \) is the relative weight given to this cross-model constraint and \( V \) is the cross-model weighting matrix that determines the characteristic that we wish to introduce in the differences in the model resistivity values. For example, if a simple damped or Marquardt (Lines and Treitel, 1984) cross-model constraint is used, then \( V \) is the identity matrix I. \( R_c \) is the weighting matrix that modifies the weights given to the different elements of the model difference vector such that the \( L_1 \) or \( L_2 \) norm can be used (Farquharson and Oldenburg, 1998). If it is known that the time changes in the model resistivity values vary spatially in a smooth manner (for example a chemical plume that spreads by diffusion), then the \( L_2 \) norm constraint can be used. Alternatively, if it is known that the changes are expected to exhibit a blocky character, the \( L_1 \) norm constraint is more appropriate.

We tested inverting the filtered data sets in various ways without time-lapse constrains, as well as with different reference data sets. Time-lapse inversion with a sliding damped reference value, which was filtered with a stronger damping than the data set itself to avoid noise contamination of the reference data sets, turned out to give best results in terms of extracting model series with credible temporal variation. Using an all time median as constraining data set for the time-lapse inversion tends to damp out variation that appears to contain useful information, since the inversion in that case cannot account properly for the high contrast in near surface resistivity with strong seasonal variation caused by for example freezing of the ground. The inverted data presented here was processed using the \( L_1 \)-norm and a sliding damped reference data set with a time-lapse damping factor \( (\beta_1) \) of 1.0.

4. Results

The temperature and resistivity of the water in the reservoir have been measured since the start of the monitoring program (Fig. 3). The pattern of the temperature variation is sinusoidal over the year but with a clear cut over the lower part of the curve at 0 °C. The resistivity curve (Fig. 3) shows similar characteristics as it is clearly affected by differences in ion content as well, probably due to seasonally varying inflow of groundwater to the river. Absolute values ranging from 400–700 \( \Omega \) represent very resistive water which is common in Scandinavian fresh water (SLU, 2008). Normalising resistivity data with respect to temperature using Eq. (4) (e.g. Ward, 1990) removes much of the seasonal variations. National environmental monitoring data from Sollefteå, situated approximately 100 km downstream Hällby dam, indicate resistivities (normalised to 18 °C) between 310 \( \Omega \) m and 430 \( \Omega \) m in the actual period (SLU, 2008). This agrees well with the temperature normalised data from the dam.

$$
\rho_1 = \frac{\rho_{18}}{(1 + \alpha(1-18))}, \quad \alpha = 0.25.
$$

In early summer, however, a remaining resistivity peak can be observed in the adjusted data. Most likely this peak is related to snowmelt, which, for the geographic location, occurs in May. Nevertheless, it is obvious that, except for freezing of the ground in the
shallow depths, the temperature of the water is the main reason for seasonally resistivity variation both in the reservoir and inside the dam. Fig. 4 gives two examples of raw data (apparent resistivity) over time from the left dam crest layout; the first one, to the left, is from a reasonably good data measurement configuration with low noise levels whereas the second one, to the right, is an example of really poor data quality. Data from the downstream layout is similar or slightly better. The same type of presentation for the offshore layouts demonstrates that, in opposition to some of the on-shore measurements, the data quality is excellent in this case. This is due to the fact that the electrodes are placed under water, which results in excellent grounding conditions. The filter applied on the land data was used here as well and it successfully removes or smoothens out the rather few existing bad data points without affecting the natural variations (Fig. 5).

One part of the continuous evaluation from the monitoring program is to present the median inverted model section and the distribution of the relative variation (Fig. 6). The relative variation is a simple statistical measure that serves well with the intention of analysing size of variation in different areas of the dam. It is calculated as follows.

\[
\text{Relative Variation} = \frac{\rho_{\text{max}} - \rho_{\text{min}}}{\rho_{\text{median}}}. \tag{5}
\]

The dam crest electrodes are installed 1 m below the crest (+293.5 m). One model is generated for every 7-day interval over the whole monitoring period. The median inverted model section is the median of all those models and represents average conditions for the dam but does not give us much information besides that. The relative variation is a very rough statistical parameter, but nevertheless it is valuable for interpretation and gives an overview of the seasonal variation in the dam. The variation is high close to the crest, which is explained by extremely high winter resistivities due to ground freezing. The high variation at the bottom is more remarkable. At weaker more permeable zones in the dam core, the impact from the seasonal resistivity variation in the reservoir will lead to larger variations caused by significant seepage. Therefore, high variations at large depth should be seen as a warning. In addition the high

Fig. 4. Raw data (apparent resistivities) and filtered data from two specific measurement configurations on Hällby left dam crest. Left: Wenner–Schlumberger array with midpoint at chainage −38 m, a-spacing 7 m and n-factor=1. Right: Wenner–Schlumberger array with midpoint at chainage −52 m, a-spacing 7 m and n-factor=7.

Fig. 5. Raw data and filtered data between 1997-09-24 and 2005-05-08 from two specific measurement configurations on the layout along the upstream side of Hällby left dam. Left: Wenner–Schlumberger array with midpoint at chainage −32 m, a-spacing 21 m and n-factor=1. Right: Wenner–Schlumberger array with midpoint at chainage −60 m, a-spacing 7 m and n-factor=1.
variation at the bottom of the dam has spread from right to left over
the last two to three years and the area at the same depth at chainage
−10 m (chainage is used to represent a certain length mark along the
dam) to chainage −20 m is a known problem area from the past.
However, the complete model section serves only as an overall
inspection and more detailed examinations should also be carried out.
One example of such is to analyse the change in resistivity over time in
a certain point of the model section. In Fig. 7 selected depths at
−
depths 9.0 m and 16.8 m (Fig. 8). An interesting observation from the
water to the power station. In opposite to the crest measurements,
which is slightly curved towards the right end where the dam, at
chainage 0 m, connects to a large concrete structure hosting the power
plant intake. Therefore the dam length marks are only approximate for
the crest throughout the section, but for a zone around chainage −20 m to
chainage −40 m the variations are significantly higher down to 10 m
depths. The upstream electrode layout follows the slope of the dam,
which is slightly curved towards the right end where the dam, at
chainage 0 m, connects to a large concrete structure hosting the power
plant intake. Therefore the dam length marks are only approximate for
the upstream layout. In addition, the bending of the line may lead to
distortions in resistivity data but the variations, which are of higher
interest, should be much less affected.
In the time series of inverted data from the upstream layout the
seasonal variations are generally small (Fig. 11). This seems reason-
able, as temperature variations on 7–9 m water depth (+284.0 m ± 1 m),
and the resistivity distribution given by the upstream layout is rather homogenous with
a large zone with higher resistivities in the right part (Fig. 10). The
yearly variations are generally much lower than for the crest
throughout the section, but for a zone around chainage −20 m to
chainage −40 m the variations are significantly higher down to 10 m
depths. The upstream electrode layout follows the slope of the dam,
which is slightly curved towards the right end where the dam, at
chainage 0 m, connects to a large concrete structure hosting the power
plant intake. Therefore the dam length marks are only approximate for
the upstream layout. In addition, the bending of the line may lead to
distortions in resistivity data but the variations, which are of higher
interest, should be much less affected.
In the time series of inverted data from the upstream layout the
seasonal variations are generally small (Fig. 11). This seems reason-
able, as temperature variations on 7–9 m water depth are small in this
climate. Data from the above mentioned zone in the right part shows
signs of a larger and a much more messy variation (Fig. 11). This
could be a sign of higher seepage. It should be noted that the variations
become lower at the very far right end making it implausible that the
higher variations originate from disturbances related to inflow of
water to the power station. In opposite to the crest measurements,
there are no signs of long term increase or decrease in resistivity for
any of the upstream measurements. As long term changes are associated with changes in material properties, we do not expect to find such changes, because internal erosion or any other phenomena affecting the material properties are unlikely to occur in the upstream support rockfill.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In a healthy dam with constant material properties over time, the measured resistivity can be considered as a function of the seepage flow only. The variations of temperature and TDS in the reservoir create resistivity variation inside the dam as the water seeps through the dam body. Temperature and total dissolved solids, TDS, are the main elements governing the resistivity of the water. Compensating for temperature by calculating the resistivity at 18°C gives the impression that most of the variation results from temperature changes, but TDS variations are significant. High resistive peaks caused by low TDS may be identified during the snowmelt period.

Assuming TDS to be constant in the water as it seeps through the dam, the seepage can be estimated using temperature evaluation methods involving analysing lag-times and amplitudes, or by using TDS pulses as a natural tracer (Johansson, 1997). These methods use the combined theories of transports of heat and flow to compare the seasonal resistivity variation of the reservoir water and inside the dam to estimate the leakage through the dam.

In the evaluation of repeated measurements, the focus is on discovering and locating zones with long term changes in trends or with abnormal variations in time, within the dam core. The method of time-lapse inversion has been recognised as a promising way to

---

Fig. 7. Examples of time series of inverted resistivity data at five different depths from two different locations on Hällby left dam; Chainage −61.25 m (above) and chainage −43.75 m (below).
analyse these variations, which gave better results than inverting the
data sets separately. Less consideration is given to absolute values as
modelling studies of resistivity distribution on embankment geome-
tries have shown that 3D effects are significant and that, for typical
Swedish designs, the actual measurements with layouts along the
dam crest may give readings several times higher than the resistivity
of the core (Sjödahl et al., 2006). The same modelling study also
showed that the layout along the crest is the most promising for
locating changes in the dam core.

In a dam where internal erosion occurs, the fines in the core are
being washed out and except for disturbances in the seasonal
resistivity variation, i.e. increasing amplitudes and possible phase
shifts, a long term trend should be possible to detect. Most Swedish
dams, being constructed with a till core, are expected to show a raise
in resistivity if such a scenario should occur given the generally very
low ion content of the river waters. Laboratory tests on similar tills
used in sealing layers for waste deposits have shown that the
resistivity may rise ten times or more due to removal of fines under
water saturated conditions (Bergström, 1998). However, this is to
some extent counteracted as internal erosion increases porosity,
affecting the resistivity in the opposite direction even though the
water resistivity is very high. A soil may respond to increased porosity
by either increasing or decreasing resistivity depending on the
strength of surface conduction in the soil (Revil et al., 1998). The left
dam at Hällby has had problems with internal erosion leading to
sinkholes. Increasing pore water pressures have also been observed in
the left dam support fill, which is one of the reasons for a recent
decision on reinforcing the downstream support fill. Increasing
resistivities and increasing variation has been observed, by the crest
measurements, in a zone of the left dam next to the zone that had

Fig. 8. Examples of time series of inverted resistivity pole–dipole data at five different depths from Hällby left dam; Chainage = 40.25 m.

Fig. 9. Examples of time series of inverted resistivity data at five different depths from downstream Hällby right dam; Chainage = 50.75 m.
Fig. 10. Median inverted resistivity distribution (left) and its relative variation (right) upstream Hallby left dam between 1997-09-24 and 2005-05-08 (approx. length marks).

Fig. 11. Examples of time series of inverted resistivity data at four different depths from two different locations upstream Hallby left dam; Chainage = 68.25 m (above) and chainage = 22.75 m (below) (approx. length marks).
prior reports of sinkholes. This might be an indication of internal erosion.

The layout along the downstream toe may be able to detect seepage zones in the foundation and may help interpret data from inside the dam. However, we have not been able to support this with monitoring data, as the downstream area of the left dam was not accessible for electrode installations. Results from the right downstream side show stable conditions with high near surface seasonal variation decreasing with depth.

Measurements along the upstream side of the dam can be easier to carry out in practice, provided the electrode layout can be laid out and positioned without complications on the upstream side. Monitoring installations inside the reservoir also avoid problems associated with high contact resistances and freezing, if the variation in reservoir level is limited enough so that the electrode layout is never exposed. At Hällby, the results from the offshore measurements point in the same direction as the crest measurements, but do not give the same amount of information, which makes them a complement rather than a substitute.

Finally, electrode installations are important to ensure good data quality and electrode spacing should preferably be kept as small as possible, but even with quite noisy data and relatively few electrodes, the monitoring results from Hällby have shown that accurate handling of the time series with filtering and inversion techniques may still lead to very useful information. At Sädva, the other Swedish dam site with an installed resistivity monitoring system, electrode spacing is less than half of the one at Hällby and data quality noticeably better. Detailed analysis from resistivity monitoring data from Sädva is in progress.
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